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Harnessing the Skills & Prestige of J.D. Power®

WorkCenter Total Loss was developed by Mitchell in collaboration with J.D. Power, a global leader in data analytics 
and consumer intelligence with years of experience in vehicle pricing.  

Combining Mitchell’s industry-leading claims management solutions with J.D. Power’s data analysis and pricing 
techniques, Mitchell WorkCenter Total Loss provides true market valuations, helping to reduce settlement cycles. 

Mitchell WorkCenter Total Loss

Values That Live in the Real World
The WorkCenter Total Loss methodology is based on sold and available vehicle 
information to determine reliable vehicle options and other value adjustments.  
This flexible, data-driven solution eliminates the “black box” approach that often 
results in costly customer friction. 

Included in the WorkCenter Total Loss Comparable 
Vehicle Database are millions of vehicles listed for sale 
on publicly available websites (cars.com, autotrader.
com, etc.) as well as sold vehicle records from  
J.D. Power and the California DMV (when available).

Settle total loss claims quickly while maintaining 
customer satisfaction with Mitchell WorkCenter Total 
Loss. Bring your total loss unit a statistically driven, 
fully automated, cloud-based system that generates 
fair market values for loss vehicles. 



The Workspace 

WorkCenter Total Loss has an easy-to-use, cloud-based interface.

My Workspace 
Common claim 
navigation empowers 
appraisers to organize 
and execute their 
work with increased 
efficiency. 

Standard Equipment 
Automatically 
Selected 
Our automated VIN 
decode feature pre-
selects equipment, 
leaving the appraiser 
to focus on optional 
equipment.“Window Sticker” 

Feel 
Provides market-
leading vehicle 
equipment and 
package information 
like the manufacturer.

The Reports
Summary

 • Prominent J.D. Power Logo

 • Market and Settlement Values Displayed

Loss Vehicle Adjustments

 • Adjustments Made to the Loss Vehicle Based on 
the Appraiser’s Pre-Loss Condition Evaluation 
of the Vehicle and Any Aftermarket Parts and 
Refurbishments

Comparable Vehicles

Lists every comparable vehicle used in the  
valuation including:

 • VIN, Source and Listing Date

 • Distance from Loss of Vehicle

 • Base Value Adjustments Including Mileage and 
Equipment Adjustments

Methodology Explanation

 • Vehicle Valuation Methodology Explanation

 • Simple, Step-by-Step Explanation
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The Features

Transparent and Easy  
to Understand 

Apply a straightforward valuation methodology that uses comparable  
vehicles from recognizable consumer-based sources for common sense 
vehicle adjustments.

Automated VIN Decode & 
“Window Sticker” Feel 

Produce valuation reports with a “window sticker” feel via vehicle trim-specific 
equipment and package information.

Break-Even Analysis & 
Settlement Summary 

Incorporate salvage values automatically to drive better decision making and 
decrease the manual process for partial and total losses.

Settings Flexibility 
Customize your workflow settings with a hierarchical structure to better manage 
and maintain the rules and regulations of the total loss settlement process. 

Guidebook Suite/
Relevant Reports 

Access Canada Red Book, Experian AutoCheck® and the Carfax.ca Lien Report. 

Specialty Valuations 
Submit a request to create a valuation for specialty vehicles such as 
motorcycles, RVs, marine, heavy-duty trucks, trailers, classic cars and more.  

Resource Management 
Receive detailed analytics designed to identify trends and drive actionable 
insights via consistent and data-driven information. 

Lien Report 
Request and receive an automated, comprehensive provincial and/or national 
lien report from Carfax.ca.   

Loan Payoff, Lien 
Settlement & Payment 
Processing 

Connect customers with lenders to reduce loan payoff to settlement cycle  
time and receive loan payoffs, letters of guarantee, ownership verification,  
lien release letters, and copies of the title with our LossExpress Integration.

Vehicle Replacement 
Report (43R) 

Request and receive a vehicle replacement report addressing the 43R Limited 
Waiver of Depreciation endorsement.  
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Mitchell WorkCenter Total Loss  
in Mitchell Connect 

When you integrate WorkCenter Total Loss with Mitchell Connect, you can 
incorporate your estimating workflow with your break-even analysis. This eliminates 
the need to jump from report to report. Instead, you can access everything from 
one, central location. 

Your Salvage Connection: A Truly End-to-End 
Total Loss Workflow
After settling the claim using WorkCenter Total Loss, connect your vehicle disposition to WorkCenter Salvage. In doing 
so, all of your data is transferred automatically so you can monitor, manage and track all salvage-related activities from 
one central location.

WorkCenter Salvage offers a wide range of assignment types to support your disposition needs including auction, 
owner retained, unrecovered theft, title work only, early tow only and charitable donation. 

WorkCenter Salvage can assist you in increasing salvage recovery rates while decreasing salvage-related operating 
expenses and inefficient, manual workflows. 


